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The problem of determining whether or not an element of the Witt ring of quadratic forms over 
a field is a sum of squares in that ring is studied. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given 
in the cases (i) the field is non-formally real, (ii) the field is an SAP-field and the cube of the fun- 
damental ideal is torsion free. Also a characterization of positive forms in terms of sums of 
squares is given. 
The classical Artin-Schreier theory concerns orderings of fields and sums of 
squares in fields. Recently, Scharlau has studied orderings of Witt rings. In this con- 
text one may ask which elements of a Witt ring can be expressed as a sum of squares 
of elements of the ring. This article provides some answers to the question. 
The above question and our results on it are of interest in the realm of real 
algebraic geometry, particularly in relation to the Positivstellensatz and the descrip- 
tion of semi-algebraic sets by inequalities. 
Let F be a field and W(F) the Witt ring of non-singular quadratic forms over F. 
We assume Fdoes not have characteristic two. We use the notation and terminology 
of [4]. 
Let @E W(F). We will be examining whether or not C$ is a sum of squares in 
W(F), i.e. whether or not there exist elements v/i, w2,. . . , tyn in W(F) such that 
@=I,u~+w~+...+w~ in W(F). 
We will say that a form C$ is divisible by n, n being a natural number, if C$ = n x t,u 
for some form I,U (i.e. @ is Witt equivalent to the orthogonal sum of n copies of I,u). 
Lemma. If C#I is a sum of squares in W(F) then @ is divisible by two for I$ of even 
dimension and C,?I - 1 is divisible by two for @ of odd dimension. 
Proof. Follows from the fact that if O= (a,,a,, . . ..a.) then 
e2 = n(1)12x(ala2,a1a3,...,a,_Ia,). •1 
Proposition 1. Let F be non-formally real. Then @ is a sum of squares in W(F) if 
and only if I$ is divisible by two for @ of even dimension and if I$ - 1 is divisible by 
two for 0 of odd dimension. 
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Proof. The implication one way comes from the above lemma. For the converse im- 
plication it suffices to show that (a, a) is a sum of squares in W(F) for any a E F, 
a# 0. Now 2k x (1) = 0 for some natural number k because F is non-formally real. 
Since (1, a)‘= (1, 1, a, a) it follows that (a, a) = (1, a)2 + (2k - 2) x (1) which is a sum 
of squares in W(F). 0 
Let F be formally real. Recall that a form @ is said to be positive if the signature 
of @ at each ordering of F is non-negative. We write @ 10 if 0 is positive. Positive 
forms have received attention recently in connection with the trace form problem 
[2,5], and also in [6] where it is shown that the set of all positive forms coincides 
with the intersection of all the maximal preorderings of the Witt ring. 
Lemma. Let F be formally real. If @ is a sum of squares in W(F) then I$ is positive. 
Proof. Follows at once from the additivity and multiplicativity of the signature. 0 
Proposition 2. Let F be formally real and suppose that I3 is torsion-free where I 
is the fundamental ideal of all even-dimensional forms in W(F). Let 0 be a torsion 
element in W(F). The following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) @ is CI square in W(F). 
(ii) @ is a sum of squares in W(F). 
(iii) I$ is divisible by two. 
Proof. Since F is formally real and $J is a torsion element @ must have even dimen- 
sion. Now (i) implies (ii) trivially and (ii) implies (iii) by our first lemma. It thus re- 
mains to prove that (iii) implies (i). 
If @ is divisible by two then 0 = 2 x 8 and 0 must be torsion and hence of even dimen- 
sion. We claim that 2 x f3 - e2 E Z3. To prove this claim we use the group homomor- 
phism w : W(F) -+ H(F) as described in [4, p. 811. Recall that H(F) = iZ2 x F/F2 x 
B,(F) as a set where p/p2 is the group of square classes of F and B,(F) is the sub- 
group of elements of order two in the Brauer group of F. Recall that w(G)= 
(e(G), d(o), c(o)) where e is the dimension index, d is the discriminant and c is the 
Witt invariant as defined in [4, p. 811. We will show that w(2 x 0) = w(e2) so that 
2 x Q- O2 is in the kernel of w. Merkurjev’s theorem implies that the kernel of w 
is I3 so that 2 x 8- e2 E Z3. Let 8 have dimension 2r and determinant 6. It is ob- 
vious that e(2 x 0) = e(e2) and d(2 x 6) =d(e2). One checks that c(2 x f3)= (-6, -6) = 
c(e2) for r odd and that c(2 x 0) = (6,6) = c(e2) for r even. This proves our claim. 
Since Z3 is torsion-free and 2 x B - Q2 is torsion we have that @ = e2. 0 
Proposition 3. Let F be formally real. Let @ be a torsion element in W(F). If @ is 
divisible by four then @ is a sum of squares in W(F). 
Proof. If @=4x I,V for some form v/ then ly must be a torsion element of even 
dimension. Using the argument in Proposition 2 it follows that 2 x I+- w2 ~1~. 
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Also 2 x I,U - v/2 is divisible by two so that 2 x t,u - J+V~ = 2 xfl for some form ,u. We 
claim that we may assume p EZ’. To prove this claim we write ,? = 2 xp and note 
first that c(A) = 1 since J. E Z3. Also one calculates that c(A) = @,a) (where 6 = deter- 
minant ,u), for ,U of dimension congruent to zero or four (modulo eight) while 
c(A) = (-6, -6) forp of dimension congruent o two or six (modulo eight). If (6,6) = 1 
then 6 is a sum of two squares in F so that 2 x (1, -6) = 0 in W(F). Hence I = 
A I 2 x (1, -6) = 2 x (,u I (1, -6)) and one checks that ,U I (1, -6) ~1~. Similarly 
when (-6, -6) = 1 we have that -6 is a sum of two squares in F and we may replace 
p by p I (1,6) which belongs to Z2. This proves our claim. 
Since h E Z2 and ,U is a torsion element it follows from [4,2.14.14] that ,u = 1: 1 @i 
for a set of 2-fold Pfister forms @i, &, . . . , c$~. NOW @f = 4 x I for any 2-fold 
Pfister form @; so that 4 x ,U = Cy!, @f and hence @ = 4 x I+V =(4 xp) + 2w2 will be a 
sum of squares in W(F). This completes the proof. 0 
Comment. Not every torsion element which is divisible by two need be a sum of 
squares in W(F). The following example is due to Martin Krtiskemper. 
Example. Let F=Q((t)), the Laurent series field over the rationals Q. Let @= 
2 x (t, -7t) which is clearly divisible by two and is a torsion element. (In fact, 
2x@=O in W(F).) Assume @=Cy!, I,$ in W(F) for some forms v/~,I,Y~,...,w~. 
Then each v/! must be a torsion element. We write Wi=p;+ tqi where pi, vi are 
forms in W(Q) which must also be torsion forms. Then I,$ =,u: + II’ + 1(2 x,uityi). 
Since ,u;, v~EZ(Q), the fundamental ideal in W(Q) it follows that 2 x,u,qi E Z3(Q). 
But Z3(Q) is torsion free so that 2 xpiqi= 0. Thus @ is a sum of squares of forms 
in W(Q). This is not possible and thus @ cannot be a sum of squares in W(F). 
Open question. How can one characterize the torsion elements which are divisible 
by two and which are sums of squares in W(F)? 
We now recall the definition of the reduced Witt ring Wred(F) of a formally real 
field. H&(F) is the image of the total signature map W(F)-, C(X,,7), 4-6, 
C(X,,.Y) being the ring of continuous functions X,+Z where X, is the space of 
orderings of F. The kernel of the total signature map is the torsion subgroup of 
W(F). 
Proposition 4. Let F be formally real, let Z3 be torsion-free in W(F), and let 4 be 
an element of W(F) which is divisible by two if @ has even dimension, @ - 1 divisible 
by two if @. has odd dimension. Then @ is a sum of squares in W(F) if and only 
if 6 is a sum of squares in Wred (F). 
Proof. The implication one way is immediate from the fact that the total signature 
map is a ring homomorphism. 
Conversely suppose 6 is a sum of squares in W,,,(F). Then &= I:=‘=, (I,?~)’ for 
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some elements vl, w2, . . . , t,un of W(F). Now @- EYE, I,V’ is a torsion element and is 
divisible by two. Her 
the proof. 0 * 
e, by PrFposition 2, it is a square in W(F). This completes 
Recall that a formally real field F is said to be an SAP field if and only if 
W,,,(F) = Z + 2C(X,, Z), i.e. the reduced Witt ring is as large as it possibly could 
be, the only restriction on the possible signatures of a form being the constant parity 
condition. There are many equivalent characterizations of SAP fields. See [3]. 
Proposition 5. Let F be an SAP field, let I3 be torsion free in W(F). Then an ele- 
ment @ E W(F) is a sum of squares in W(F) if and only if @ is positive and @ is divisi- 
ble by two for @ of even dimension, I$ - 1 divisible by two for @ of odd dimension. 
Proof. The implication one way around is immediate from our earlier lemmas. 
Conversely suppose @I is positive and 0 is divisible by two. (We deal with the case 
of $I having even dimension. For @ of odd dimension a similar argument applied 
to @ - 1 will work.) Then all the signatures of QJ are non-negative and are congruent 
to zero modulo four. Thus the signatures of I$ belong to the finite set {0,4,8, . . . ,4m} 
for some non-negative integer m. Since 6 is a continuous function X,- Z the sets 
&l(i) for i=O,4,8 ,..., 4m will give a partition of X, into clopen sets. 
We now construct elements 6; E Wred (F), i = 1,2, . . . , m, such that 6 = 1 :.‘I, (6i)2. 
Firstly define @, :X,- Z by 
G,(P) = :! 0 if PE J-‘(O), 2 if P@&‘(O). 
(Note that X,\&‘(O) is clopen since J-‘(O) is clopen.) 
Next define G2 : X,-t .Z by 
w2w = 
0 if PE J-‘(O) U J-‘(4), 
2 otherwise. 
(WC1 (0) and $~l(2) are easily seen to be clopen since a finite union of clopen sets 
is clopen.) 
Next define w3 : X,- Z! by 
V&(P) = 
c 
0 if PE~-1(0)U~~1(4)U~-1(8), 
2 otherwise. 
Proceed like this until finally we define u/, :X,+ Z by 
G,(P) = C 2 if PE&‘(4m), 0 otherwise. 
Each wi is a continuous function and is an element of Wred(F) and 6= Cy! 1 (wi)2. 
Hence, by Proposition 4, the proof is complete. 0 
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Note. The class of fields which are SAP fields with I3 torsion free includes all for- 
mally real algebraic number fields. 
Proposition 6. Let F be an SAP field. Let @ E W(F) be a positive element which is 
divisible by four. Then @ is a sum of squares in W(F). 
Proof. Let C$J =4 x I,V for some I+V E W(F). First consider 2 x I,U which will be positive 
and will have all of its signatures divisible by four. By the same argument as in the 
proof of Proposition 5 we can construct @i, . . . . 6, such that 2 x @= Cy=, (@i)*e 
Hence 2 x I,V- Cy!, I,$ is a torsion element in W(F). Now 4x v-2 CT=, I,v,? is tor- 
sion and is divisible by four, so that by Proposition 3 it is a sum of squares. Thus 
@ = 4 x II/ is a sum of squares in W(F). 0 
Comment 1. Suppose that F is an SAP field. Some positive elements which are 
divisible by two will be sums of squares whereas others will not. 
Open question. How one can characterize the elements which are positive, divisible 
by two and which are sums of squares? 
Comment 2. Suppose that F is an SAP field. If @ is positive and @ - 1 is divisible 
by four then @ will be a sum of squares in W(F). Write C$ - 1 = 4 x t,u and argue as 
in the proof of Proposition 6. 
Comment 3. For formally real fields in general in which I3 is torsion free a 
positive form @ which satisfies the divisibility by two condition as in Proposition 
5 will be a sum of squares in W(F) if and only if the total signature of @ is com- 
patibly decomposable into sums of squares in the following sense. 
Let {o,,}pExF be the total signature. Then there must exist a natural number n 
and non-negative integers oip, i= 1,2, . . . , n such that ap= C:=, a$, for each PEX~. 
Also for each i = 1,2, . . . , n the mapping X, --f Z, P-t aio must be a continuous func- 
tion and, in addition, for each i = 1,2, . . . , n we must have the relation C pEx,T ajp = 0 
(mod X/T) for each finite fan T of the field F. (X/T denotes the set of all orderings 
containing T, IX/T 1 is a power of two for a finite fan T.) This decomposability con- 
dition is a consequence of the description of I+$ (F) given in [ 11. See also [3] for 
more information on fans. 
Comment 4. Proposition 5 is false if the condition that Fis an SAP field is removed. 
Example. F= fR(x,, x2) the rational function field in two variables. I3 is torsion 
free in W(F) for this field F but F has stability index two. (The stability index of 
a field F is k if 2k is the exponent of the cokernel of the total signature map. SAP 
fields have stability index one.) Let $J be any form with signatures O,O,O, 8 in some 
4-element fan of orderings. Then 6 cannot be a sum of squares in Wred(F) since 
these signatures are not compatibly decomposable. 
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Finally we give a characterization of positive forms in terms of sums of squares 
in W(F). 
Proposition 7. Let F be a formally real field and let @ E W(F). Then @ is positive 
if and only if 2’x C$ is a sum of squares in W(F) for some non-negative integer r. 
If I3 is torsion free and F has stability index k then 0 is positive if and only if 
22k- ’ x I$ is a sum of squares in W(F). 
Proof. To prove the first statement we will use Witt’s formulae. See [4, pp.72-731. 
Let a=(al,a2, . . . . a,)EF” and E=(E,,E~,..., E,) where each E;= + 1. Let I,V~ = 
Gq,a2, . . . . a,>, ~~=(h,E2,..., cn), and U,, = nr= 1 (1, EiU;). Note that I7,, is an n- 
fold Pfister form. 
Witt’s formulae are as follows. 
(1) w,Gl=w,GZ. 
(2) 2” x t,ua = C, tyE IT,,, the sum being over all 2” choices of E. 
(3) WC~.U=(C?,~ Ei)Xnmz. 
Now let our positive form @ = I,U~ for some a E F”. Then formula (1) implies that 
Z7,, must be a torsion element for all E such that Cr= t ei<O. Multiplying formula 
(2) by a high enough power 2’ to kill off all these torsion elements it follows that 
2’ x t,va = C t,u,I7,,, the sum being over all E with I;= t E;Z 0. Hence, by formula (3), 
2’x I,U~ is a sum of n-fold Pfister forms. Since e2 = 2” x 0 for any n-fold Pfister 
form we have that 2”+‘x I,V~ is a sum of squares in W(F). 
For the last statement note first that 2k x f c W,,,(F) for any f E C(X, F) if F has 
stability index k. If @ is positive all the signatures of 22k- ’ x @ are non-negative and 
are congruent modulo 22k. Since 22k = (2k)2 we may show, via a similar argument 
to that in the proof of Proposition 5, that the total signature of 22kp ’ x @ is com- 
patibly decomposable into sums of squares. Thus, by Proposition 4, 22k- ’ x @ is a 
sum of squares in W(F). 0 
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